PROGRAMMING DIAGRAM

PLAN IS ANCHORED BY ADULT, CHILDRENS AND TEENS AREAS

STAFF AND COMMUNITY SPACES INTERSPERSED THROUGHOUT PLAN

TOTAL AREA: 9265 GSF
SPACE LAYOUT
UNDERSTANDING THE SPACE IN 3D

RECEPTION DESK
• CENTRAL LOCATION HAS VIEWS TO CHILDREN'S AND TEENS' AREA
• MAINTAINS VIEWS TO BOTH ENTRIES

CHILDREN’S AREA
• SPACE IS DIVIDED INTO QUADRANTS
• CIRCULATION FLOWS BETWEEN AROUND CURVED DISPLAY CORNERS

TEEN AREA
• SPACE IS ENCLOSED IN GLASS FOR ACOUSTICS
• PROVIDES ROOM FOR COLLECTION GROWTH
• SEATING / LOUNGE AREA FOR TEENS

ACCENTS IN SHARED PUBLIC SPACES
• COLOR DENOTES CHECK IN DESK AND CENTRAL CORE
• COLOR CARRIES OVER TO COMMUNITY ROOM

ADULT AREA
• OPEN PLAN FLOWS TOWARDS FIREPLACE
• SHELVING STEPS DOWN IN LEVEL TOWARDS PUBLIC CIRCULATION
CIRCULATION/COMMON AREAS

• CENTRAL CIRCULATION DESK WITH VIEWS TO ENTRIES, CHILDREN AND TEEN AREAS
• COMMUNITY ROOM TIES IN ACCENT COLOR TO CENTRAL AREA
COMMUNITY ROOM

- Space is anchored by tiered story step seating
- Plan features accent color or mural wall

IT/TECH:
- Mounted presentation screen

Furniture Count:
- 30 chairs (storage for 30 additional stacking chairs)
- Presenter’s table with 2 chairs
ADULT AREA: CIRCULATION

- Natural flow through furniture plan into seating areas and shelving
- Integrated with the public and community areas
ADULT AREA: PROGRAM

- Plan incorporates mix of lounge and casual seating
- Plan flows into public area and responds to adjacent cafe

BOOK COUNTS:
- Total requested: 835 LF
- Total proposed: 816 LF + display

SHELVING:
- 15 new, (36" W, 66" H)
- 6 new, (36" W, 42" H)
- Custom built in shelves

IT/TECH:
- 10 pcs, 2 standing, 1 print station, 1 print PC

FURNITURE COUNT:
- 4 round study tables, 16 stacking chairs
- 8 arm chairs
- 2 laptop chairs
- 6 computer tables, 10 chairs
ADULT AREA

• OPEN PLAN LEADING TO “LIVING ROOM” WITH FIREPLACE
• SEATING INTEGRATED WITH COMPUTER STATIONS
CHILDREN’S AREA: CIRCULATION

- PLAN IS BROKEN UP BY CENTRAL CIRCULATION PATH
- INFORMAL SEATING AREAS ARE DISPERSED THROUGHOUT SPACE
CHILDREN’S AREA: PROGRAM

- SPACE IS ANCHORED BY TIERED STORY STEP SEATING
- PLAN FEATURES ACCENT COLOR OR MURAL WALL

BOOK COUNTS:
- TOTAL REQUESTED: 578 LF
- TOTAL PROPOSED: 614 LF

SHELVING:
- 8 EXISTING, (36” W, 42” H)
- 19 EXISTING (30” W, 66” H)
- 13 NEW (36” W, 42” H)
- 2 CURVED DISPLAY SHELVES/STORY DISPLAY

IT/TECH:
- 4PC
- 4AWE

FURNITURE COUNT:
- 4 LOW ART TABLES, 12 CHAIRS
- 22 LOUNGE SEATS
- TIERED STORY STAIRS
- 4 COMPUTER TABLES, 8 CHAIRS
CHILDREN’S AREA

- PLAN IS BROKEN UP BY CENTRAL CIRCULATION PATH
- INFORMAL SEATING AREAS ARE DISPERSED THROUGHOUT SPACE
TEENS’ AREA

- Plan flows off of main circulation area
- Features colorful accent wall with mounted TV screen
TEENS’ AREA: PROGRAM

• PLAN INCORPORATES ADDITIONAL SHELVING TO ALLOW FOR COLLECTION GROWTH

BOOK COUNTS:
TOTAL REQUESTED: 54 LF (WITH GROWTH)
TOTAL PROPOSED: 108 LF

SHELVING:
12 NEW, (36" W, 42" H)

IT/TECH:
8 PC, 1 TV SCREEN, 1 PRINTER

FURNITURE COUNT:
MODULAR LOUNGE SOFA (4 SECTIONS)
5 LOUNGE OTTOMAN/TABLES
5 MODULAR STOOLS
3 LOUNGE CHAIRS
2 COMPUTER TABLES, 4 CHAIRS
3 LIBRARY TABLES, 12 CHAIRS
TEENS’ AREA

- Space is separated from reception area with glass storefront
- Plan is divided into casual and formal seating areas
CONCLUSION